[Cytological diagnosis by punction of thyroid lesions. Histopathological correlations. Benign lesions (600 cases) (author's transl)].
Because of its important and its soft consistency, the thyroid is not always convenient for punction. Many smears cannot be classified, others are disappointing. The analysis of 2,300 punctions of thyroid lesions, allowed the authors to realise 900 comparisons between histopathological and cytological results. Among 300 histological malignant lesions, 89 unknown cancers were found, 40 of which gave haemorragic smears. The real false diagnosis were especially linked to vesicular and papillary carcinomas. On the other hand, undifferentiated carcinomas and lymphomas usually led to a correct interpretation. A correct diagnosis was made in 70% of all smears and in 81% of interpretable smears. The best results are found in benign lesions. The interpretation is correct in 94% of 600 punctions. A false diagnosis of malignancy is made in 6.1% of cases. So, this method fails to recognize an important number of cancers. It is not sufficient to assert the diagnosis and must be followed by an histopathological per-operatoire study. On the other hand a cytological diagnosis of cancer is reliable as long as the cytologist is not impressed by some cellular changes which are not so significant, as far as thyroid lesions are concerned, as in other fields of cytology.